The electron-phonon interaction in C 70 anions is studied by making use of a lattice relaxation approach. We find there exists a Jahn-Teller effect in C
i,6,1 ) (1) where t 0 is the hopping integral between nearest neighbour carbon atoms; α is the e-ph coupling constant; and l ij is the bond length between different atoms with l 1 being the bond length with all the bond stretching springs relaxing. c † is (c is ) are the electron creation (annihilation) operators of the π electron on site i with spin index s. dθ i, 5 , dθ i,6,1 , dθ i,6,2 , dθ i,6,3 are bond angle deviations from the original angle, 108
• ,120
• respectively, interaction which is valid when the lattice displacements are small. We use the following set observable data which show that these parameters are reasonable. The coulomb interaction is not considered in this model as the electron-electron interaction contributes little to the lattice relaxation. This conclusion is came from another work [17] , where the coulomb interaction is analysized and shows no important effects on the Jahn-Teller system. We solve this model in a framework of the Bogoliubov-De Gennes(BdeG) formalism and get the stable point in the adiabatic potential surface self-consistently. Both the lattice configuration and the electron state are derived within simple calculation. The advantage of this model is that we can get the electronic and the vibronic properties together. Comparing it with more complex and sophisticated methods, such as LDA, the SSH model only has a few parameters but grasps the essential physics. Our calculations show that it is a suitable model to deal with the fullerene family.
We apply the dynamical method [16] to approach the stable point gradually on the effective potential surface. Starting from an initial configuration, we calculate the electron levels and the effective potential V eff , derive the force on each atom from the V eff that is exerted by both the electrons and other atoms, and get lattice displacements that are caused by these forces, then start a new round by using new configuration. This dynamic process is repeated until the stable point (the minimum) on the potential surface being reached. The following equations are necessary:
where V eff is the effective lattice potential that includes the elastic energy between the lattice atoms and the electron-lattice interaction energy that also is function of the lattice coordinates. F iσ is a force component in direction σ on atom i that is derived from the effective lattice potential.
We can also derive the phonon modes by this simple model. Making use of the final configuration of the relaxation, we can derive the vibration frequencies and vectors by adding the kinetic parts to the lattice Hamiltonian and applying the elastic coefficient matrix method.
The following equations are used:
where x i,s is a small displacement of atom i from its equilibrium position in the s direction, K i,s;j,s ′ is an element of the elastic coefficient matrix. The first term of the Hamiltonian is the kinetic energy of the lattice atoms and the second term is the effective potential energy related to the equilibrium position of the lattice. V eff is composed of two parts: the elastic energy of the lattice V elas and the e-ph coupling energy V e−ph , that is derived by the second order perturbation [16] from the e-ph coupling Hamiltonian and by omission of the higher order parts. Using Eq. (3), we get the elastic coefficient matrix and find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which are just the phonon modes. The group representation of these vibration modes can be determined by the projection method that uses characters of D 5h group elements.
The first results we get are the lattice structures of the neutral C 70 and C 70 anions, all of that have the shape of prolate. We list the bond lengths and angles of these clusters in Table   ( The electron wavefunction is localized near the plane next to the equator as it has been
shown by the electron density on atoms.
In an electron-lattice interaction system, the electron filling can affect the atomic configuration, and in return, the lattice configuration will determine the electron wavefunctions and levels also. The difference between the electron densities in various electron fillings manifests this mutual interaction. When the electron density in a site is denser, the electron-lattice interaction will screen more of the elastic force acting on the nearby atoms. Then, the bond length related to the atoms will become more relaxed and becomes longer. In Table ( Phonon modes are Jahn-Teller active when they satisfy the following equation:
where Q ν is the displacement along phonon mode ν, and |e is the electron state that depends on the lattice displacement. Using symbols of group theory, Eq. (4) can be interpreted as follows:
where G e is the group representation of multielectron state with G e being its complex conjugate counterpart. Here, G e = G e since the representation is real. G ph is the complex conjugate representation of phonon mode. In the C 3− 70 , the above equation is equivalent to: From the first step on, the lattice will reach to the new minimum point on the new potential surface after a relaxation period. All the participating modes have x-y plane reflection symmetry. So, only the x-y plane reflection symmetry is left unperturbed while the pentagon rotation symmetry is broken, and the degenerate electron levels split into single levels.
All the above analytical results can be checked numerically by using the dynamical method. Within the simple SSH model, we can get all the quantities, the lattice configuration of the neutral C 70 and the C 
where ξ ν i,σ is the phonon vibration vector. Using this method, we derive the contributions from different phonon modes. In our numerical results, the modes that give non-zero con-
70 system can be represented by an effective E ⊗ e Jahn-Teller model that has been thoroughly studied for several decades [14, 15] . It is well proved that there exists Berry Phase in the E ⊗ e effective system. The consequent selection rules found in this system are intriguing and have been observed by many experiments [15] . Hence we may further suggest the possibility of the presence of the Berry Phase, i. e., the sign change in the electronic wave functions under a 2π rotation in the space of the vibrational coordinates, in C 3− 70 system which might be the first polymer sample to manifest the fascinating E ⊗ e model. We wish our prediction can be observed experimentally within the reach of the current technology.
In conclusion, we have carefully studied the electron-phonon interaction in the C 70 molecule. In particular, the static Jahn-teller effect in the C 70 is an effective E ⊗ e e-ph system, and the Berry Phase might be presented in such a system. Our results show that the SSH model is a convenient and self-consistent model to study the electron-lattice interaction in the fullerene family.
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